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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

(1) All questions carry marks as indicated.

(2) Assume suitable data whercver necessary

(3) Illustrate your answers *'herever necessary with the help ofneat sketches.

(4) Use pen ofBlue/Black id</refill only for \ar:iting the ans$cr book.

(A) Wla! do you mcan by term "Algorilhm" ? Write doyn various mathematical notations used

in algorithm. 8

(B) Distinguish between best, worct and average case complexities ofan algorithm. 6

OR

(A) Comider 'X' and '1" as two srings with lengrh 'M & N' respectively and stored as character

atrays. Write pattem matching algorithm to find X in Y 8

(B) Defile the terms $rith respect to pattem matching operation :

(i) Repiacemcnt

(ii) Iffertion

(i\, Deletion- 6

(-^) Explain \jrith suitable diagram and example ho*' a linear array c:ur be represented in memory.

7

(B) Which are the different basic operations supported by an array ? 6

OR
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4. (A) Explain the insefiion operation to insen one or more data element into an anay with suitable

exarnple. 6

@) Wlatdoyoumeanby"PointerArray'?Explainwithexample. 't

5. (A) lllustate with an example, the lirked list reFesentation of gmph. 6

(B) Write suitable routines to perform insertion and deletion opeEtions in a linked list. '7

OR

6. (A) Given a single linked list'L', fomulate separate algorithms to :

Insen an element'X'after a positior'P' in the list. 6

(B) Write an algorithm to delete the fust occurence of an element Y from the given linked list

"L" with a suitable example. '7

7. (A) Explaiq how stacks axe represented in memory Explaia the 'PUSH" and 'POP" operations

on stack. 7

(B) What do you mean by queue ? Explain with suitable example. 6

OR

8. (A) Write down an algo thm for quick sort with suitable example. 7.

(B) What do you mean by priority queues ? Explair with suitable example. 6

9. (A) What is an AVL tree ? Explain the notations ofAvltree. 8

(B) Give an algorithm to convert a general tlee to binary tree. 6

OR

10. (A) State and explain the algorithm to perform "Heap" sod with an example. 8

(B) Explain how binary trees are represented in memory with suitable extunple. 6

11. (A) Explain, what do you mean by sequential representation ofgraphs. 7

G) State and explain the algo.ithm to perform "Merg" sort with suitable example. 6

OR

12. State and explain the algorithm for opemtion and traversing the glaph. 13
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